
KINGSCLIFF
6228 Mantra Resort, Gunamatta Avenue -

FROM $1,400 PW
2 2 1

ESCAPE ON SALT BEACH

ABSOLUTE WATERFRONT larger DELUXE apartment with 320 degree uninterrupted views of the Pacific Ocean and Mt
Warning.(min 3 nights) VIEW IN PHOTO IS THE ACTUAL VIEW from this apartment. Please note this is not a smaller dual key
apartment which is what most of the apartments are at Mantra. A dual key is a hotel room and a 1 bedroom apartment
which when combined makes a 2 bedroom apartment. These can be rented separately and there is a common foyer area
between them. This is an ABSOLUTE BEACHFRONT DELUXE apartment. You will be able to obtain cheaper accommodation
rates within the resort however the rooms will be considerably smaller and in vastly inferior positions. This apartment has
been recently upgraded by the owners to 5 star status by the provision 2 new Plasma televisions, a new DVD player with a
variety of DVDs for your enjoyment, a new CD player and a variety of CDs for you to play while you are on holiday, new
furniture and furnishings, new kitchen equipment including a new dishwasher, new crockery, cook wear and glass wear, a
library of great books, beach chairs and an umbrella and a variety of games for your enjoyment if the weather is inclement.

It is a very UPMARKET WATERFRONT HOLIDAY APARTMENT unlike others in the Resort.
The apartment is located on the second floor in the southern arm of the Mantra Complex at Salt, Kingscliff. This affords it the
most SPECTACULAR uninterrupted 270 degree ocean views as the photo shows. To the side is a beautiful view of Mt
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110 Marine Parade, Kingscliff, 2487
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